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words for “analyst” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Analyst” are: psychoanalyst, critic, pundit, commenter, monitor,
observer, blogger, judge, evaluator, interpreter, exponent, expounder

Analyst as a Noun

Definitions of "Analyst" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “analyst” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

An expert who studies financial data (on credit or securities or sales or financial
patterns etc.) and recommends appropriate business actions.
A person who conducts analysis.
A psychoanalyst.
Someone who is skilled at analyzing data.
A licensed practitioner of psychoanalysis.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Analyst" as a noun (12 Words)

blogger
A shared on-line journal where people can post diary entries about their
personal experiences and hobbies.
The official festival blogger.

commenter
A person who expresses an opinion or engages in discussion of an issue or
event, especially online in response to an article or blog post.
A regular commenter on many blogs.

critic
A person who is professionally engaged in the analysis and interpretation
of works of art.
Critics of the new legislation say it is too broad.

evaluator
An authority who is able to estimate worth or quality.
The government appointed an independent evaluator to determine the
value of the mine.

exponent A person who pleads for a cause or propounds an idea.
He s the world s leading exponent of country rock guitar.

https://grammartop.com/critic-synonyms
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expounder A person who explains.

interpreter
A program that translates and executes source language statements one
line at a time.
His paintings reveal a sensitive interpreter of nature.

judge
A leader having temporary authority in ancient Israel in the period
between Joshua and the kings.
A distinguished panel of judges select the winning design.

monitor A person operating a monitor.
I was amazed at the quality of the sound coming from the monitors.

observer
A person trained to spot and identify enemy aircraft or to reconnoitre
enemy positions from the air.
Some observers expect interest rates to rise.

psychoanalyst A person who practises psychoanalysis.

pundit Someone who has been admitted to membership in a scholarly field.
Political pundits were tipping him for promotion.

https://grammartop.com/judge-synonyms
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Associations of "Analyst" (30 Words)

anchorman The central or most dependable contributor to something.
The anchorman of the Hampshire batting.

anticipate Realize beforehand.
She anticipated scorn on her return to the theatre.

anticipation Anticipating with confidence of fulfillment.
Each of them had their own anticipations.

anticipatory Happening, performed, or felt in anticipation of something.
An anticipatory flash of excitement.

assume Suppose to be the case, without proof.
When will the new President assume office.

assumption
The act of assuming or taking for granted.
We re working on the assumption that the time of death was after
midnight.

commentator A writer who reports and analyzes events of the day.
The move electrified spectators and commentators alike.

expect Consider obligatory request and expect.
We expect employers to pay a reasonable salary.

expectancy Something expected (as on the basis of a norm.
An indicator of expectancy in development.

expectation The feeling that something is about to happen.
I sat down in expectation of a feast of nostalgia.

forebode Have a presentiment of (something bad.
This lull foreboded some new assault upon him.

forecast
A calculation or estimate of future events, especially coming weather or a
financial trend.
Coal consumption in Europe is forecast to increase.

forecasting A statement made about the future.

foresee Realize beforehand.
It is impossible to foresee how life will work out.

foretell Indicate by signs.
A seer had foretold that the earl would assume the throne.

guess An estimate or conclusion formed by guessing.
My guess is that within a year we will have a referendum.

hacker A person or thing that hacks or cuts roughly.
True hackers subscribe to a code of ethics and look down upon crackers.

https://grammartop.com/anticipatory-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/assume-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/expect-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/foresee-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/hacker-synonyms
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newscaster A person who reads out broadcast news stories; a newsreader.

pollster A person who conducts or analyses opinion polls.
A pollster conducts public opinion polls.

predict Make a prediction about tell in advance.
It is too early to predict a result.

prediction The action of predicting something.
A prediction that economic growth would resume.

presuppose Require as a necessary antecedent or precondition.
This step presupposes two prior ones.

programmer A person who writes computer programs.
Computer programmers and analysts.

prophesy Deliver a sermon.
Jacques was prophesying a bumper harvest.

seer An authoritative person who divines the future.
Our seers have grown gloomier about prospects for growth.

speculate
Reflect deeply on a subject.
Philosophers have speculated on the question of God for thousands of
years.

speculation
A hypothesis that has been formed by speculating or conjecturing (usually
with little hard evidence.
This is pure speculation on my part.

supposition The cognitive process of supposing.
Their outrage was based on supposition and hearsay.

test
Produce a specified result in a medical test especially a drugs test or AIDS
test.
A statutory test of obscenity.

weatherman A man who broadcasts a description and forecast of weather conditions.

https://grammartop.com/speculate-synonyms
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